DESIGN POOLS

THE TOTAL BACKYARD PACKAGE
MORE THAN JUST POOL BUILDERS

Design Pools are devoted to the construction of high quality pools and landscaping that suits every purpose, every day,
and the featured pool illustrates this to a tee. Impressively designed by Alec Pappas Architects, this pool design was
turned into reality by the team at Design Pools and together they provided the homeowners with an outdoor retreat
perfect for family fun, entertainment and exercise – the complete outdoor package!
This contemporary pool and spa combination seamlessly integrates with the existing home and stands out due to the
modern, clean and sharp lines, generous size and fresh, inviting interior, which reflects the colour of the sky. The size
is perfect for a family with room for children to play, for a keen swimmer, or for a couple who want to entertain. With
the addition of a spa, the use of the pool extends to all seasons.
It’s clear with the featured example that Design Pools have mastered pool construction, but their long-standing
industry experience also means that they are more than just pool builders. As well as being pool builders, Design
Pools are also carpenters and builders of quality homes, and can do anything from extensions and renovations
through to a new home. They can also offer a comprehensive range of quality projects including the construction of
patios, pergolas, brick gazebos and everything else outside the four walls of your home.
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CONTACT
Design Pools
Mobile: Brian 0418 212 993
David 0425 352 365
Email: brianformosa@bigpond.com
Builder’s Licence Number: 187842C

When you deal with Design Pools, you deal directly with your builder. They offer a team of fully qualified and licensed
builders, carpenters, engineers, architects and pool builders who are dedicated to providing quality workmanship and
customer satisfaction. Design Pools also supplies and fixes all pool and filtration equipment and heating systems and
give advice and supervision to owner-builders.
At Design Pools they pride themselves on quality and guarantee professionalism, efficiency and, above all else,
experience. The team at Design Pools can take on any job, big or small, so let them turn your outdoor dream
into reality.
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